“SMART” CONTRACT ON THE BLOCKCHAINPARADIGM SHIFT FOR CONTRACT LAW?
Jerry I-H Hsiao, Ph.D.
Combining law, computer science and finance in unprecedented ways,
“smart” contract has the potential to reshape our understanding of
contract law. Based on blockchain technology, a “smart” contract is a
contract captured in code, which automatically performs the obligations the
parties have committed to in the agreement. By removing the need for direct
human involvement, once a “smart” contract has been deployed on to a
trustless public ledger (TPL), the computer program could make
contractual relationship more efficient and economical with potentially
fewer opportunities for error, delay or dispute. Despite the promises, there
remains significant technical and legal issues around this nascent
technology that need to be resolved. This paper begins with an introduction
to “smart” contract and the concept of blockchain technology, it will
continue to discuss whether “smart” contract fits within the current
contract law or we should expand a new set of laws for this new technology.
This paper argues that “smart” contract might not disrupt our current
understanding of contract law but rather “smart” contract and “dumb”
contract (the traditional contracts), could collaborate to perfect the
underpinning of contract law.
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INTRODUCTION
Commerce generally operates on a centralized model where
counterparties transact with each other by means of trusted intermediaries
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such as1: (i) financial institutions that serve as a conduit for parties financial
transactions, (ii) retailers that purchase goods from manufacturers and sell
them to consumers, and (iii) websites/mobile apps that facilitate the
purchase of goods or engagement of services to be provided by third parties.
The centralized model creates dependence on the intermediaries and adds
costs to each transaction to compensate them for their involvement. In
theory, smart contract, helps to reduce reliance on centralized systems and
avoid the cost of using intermediaries. 2 Before going deeper into smart
contract, one needs to understand the backgrounds of this new technology:
(1) Trustless Public Ledger (TPL)
Cryptography is a technique for managing secrecy, current use of
cryptography is the development of trustless transfer over network systems.
TPL technology liberates individuals from the centralized institutions that
moderate online transactions by creating a public cryptographically
protected transaction list that does not rely on trust in a specific entity to
curate the list.3 TPL, in simple terms is a public list describing the chain of
ownership of a given piece of property or something of value. 4 TPL
technology removes the middle man, and enables users to exchange digital
property securely and anonymously over the network without any prior
relationship.5
(2) Smart Contract
Smart contracts are “computer programs” that can automatically
execute the terms of a contract.6 According to Nick Szabo, smart contracts
are “a set of promises, including protocols within which the parties perform
other promises. The protocols are usually implemented with programs on a
computer network, or in other forms of digital electronics, thus these
contracts are “smarter” than the paper-based ancestors. No use of artificial
intelligence is implied.” These programs address the issue of enforcement
and accountability in a trustless system that operates outside the purview of
the state. By removing the need for direct human involvement once a smart
1
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contract has been deployed onto a distributed ledger, the computer program
could make contractual relationship more efficient and economical with
potentially fewer opportunities for error, misunderstanding, delay or
dispute.7 In short, the appeal of smart contract lies in (1) the digitization of
trust through certainty of execution, and (2) the creation of efficiency
through removal of intermediaries and the costs they bring to the
transactions.8
The basic characteristics of a smart contract are: First, smart contracts
are drafted using source code use on computers, they can be standardized
and executed at nearly no cost hence to decrease the marginal cost of
contracting. Second, for party valuing certainty, there will be no room for
ambiguity of contract interpretation but to execute the contract. So once the
contracting parties have agreed to be bound by a particular clause, the smart
contract’s code immutably binds them to that clause without the possibility
of breach. Third, smart contracts are designed on a decentralized format.
These characteristics will be further discussed in sections infra.9
(3) Blockchain
Despite the promises, there remain obstacles for smart contract in real
life transactions. First, how would a smart contract actually control real
assets so that it could enforce an agreement? And second, what computer
would be trusted to “execute” those terms in a way that both parties could
rely upon? 10 The TPL protocol aggregates each transaction into a public
ledger called the “blockchain”, a public list and ledger of every Bitcoin
transaction.11 The blockchain is nothing more than a transaction log, and
each transaction log is authenticated and verified by a series of
mathematical proofs which make it near impossible to either double spend
or to intercept or reroute payments in the middle of a transaction.12
Blockchain technology represents the next step in the peer-to-peer
economy. By combining peer-to-peer networks, cryptographic algorithms,
7
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distributed data storage, and a decentralized consensus mechanisms, it
provides a way for people to agree on a particular state of affairs and record
that agreement in a secure and verifiable manner. Blockchain is encrypted
and organized into smaller database referred to as “blocks”. Every block
contains information about a certain number of transactions, a reference to
the preceding block in the blockchain, as well as an answer to a complex
mathematical puzzle, which is used to validate the data associated with that
block. Since, blockchain is always kept in synchronization, there is only
ever one true record of ownership-essential to prevent anyone trying to
double spend their assets by sending it multiple parties at the same time.
Because it is impossible to edit a blockchain once it has been properly
updated, parties have mathematically-enforced confidence that the record of
their ownership will persist into the future.13
I. WHY SMART CONTRACTS?
With all the hype surrounding smart contracts, there are three issues
that needs to be assessed in order to see whether smart contract brings a
paradigm shift to contract law. The first one is the difference between smart
contract and traditional contract; second, what is the difference between ex
ante and ex post contract enforcement and third, whether contract law that is
based on ex post amenable to ex ante smart contracts.14
A.

Current Application of Smart Contract

Prior to the 2008 financial crisis, exchanges involving securities
regularly take up to half a week, while loan settlement can extend to 20 days
or more. This time lag has increased counterparty risk with serious
regulatory consequences. Smart contract is able to shorten settlement time
from days or weeks to minutes, thus mitigating risk and free up capital in
the process.15 Many companies are now experimenting with smart contract,
for example, Japan’s Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ is now digitizing
contract signing on blockchain for the bank’s internal work orders and by
2018 the bank aims to use smart contracts in transaction between the bank
and IBM.16 While at the meantime, lawyers in Australia’s King & Wood
13
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Mallesons are learning how to code smart contracts.17
New York based Symbiont, has created proprietary smart securities
technology that allows financial instruments such as corporate bond,
syndicated loans, and bilateral swaps to be model in an easy way to
understand programming language. In the public sector, the state of
Delaware, where over half of the public-trade companies in the United
States are incorporated, starts to allow using smart contract technology to
register companies, track share movements and manage shareholder
communications in an automated digital environment.18
B.

The Differences between Traditional Contract and Smart Contract

Smart contract is basically a “data-oriented” contract and is one in
which the parties have expressed one or more terms or conditions of their
agreement in a manner designed to be processable by a computer system. In
other words, instead of using natural language, smart contracts use data to
facilitate computer analysis, automation, or communication of their
contractual obligations. This is indeed the first difference between
traditional contract and smart contract, the form by which they are expressed.
However, to say that a contract is “data oriented” is not to suggest that every
aspect of an arrangement has been represented in computer processable
form.19 As in smart contracts, data-oriented label simply suggests that the
parties have decided that some subset of key terms would benefit from
being represented as computer processable data.20
The second difference concerns the interpretative audiences.
Traditional contracts are intended to be read by people but for smart
contracts, they have additional party that is the computer systems. The third
difference is that the smart contracts differ in the way in which they acquire
substantive meaning. In a traditional contract, the meaning arises from the
shared understanding of language used by the parties but in smart contract,
the parties employ explicit process to endow data with substantive
meaning. 21 Therefore, smart contracts is automated when they are
programmed with code able to: (1) understand what has been promised
under what conditions; and (2) compare what has been promised
17
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contractually to what has (or has not) happened.
C.

Ex Ante and Ex Post Contract Compliance

By specifying in computer processable form the core terms of a
contract, the meaning of these terms, and data relevant to assessing
conformance with those terms, contracting parties can sometimes enable
automated, prima-facie determinations as to compliance. 22 Automation is
made possible in smart contracts if some contract terms or conditions have
been capable of translation into a consonant set of computer instructions and
if the existing data relevant to compliance with contract terms were
available in computer-processable form and that the parties could provide
the computer for automated comparisons.23 Using computer, the parties are
using an ex ante method to guarantee contractual compliance, and explicitly
forbearing in accepting the occasional incorrect automated assessment for
the sake of efficiency and certainty.24
By using smart contracts, the parties are actually changing the
paradigm of contract practice from ex post authoritative judgment to ex ante
automated assessments. Parties are into smart contract because they believe
that the ex ante automate results will only infrequently diverge from an
authoritative decision maker such as a judge. In this way, the parties
deliberately forbear of ex-post corrections for the sake of ex ante efficiency.
Hence, parties to smart contract could architect their contractual framework
so as to increase the legal certainty of their smart contract by agreeing upfront, to be held to these automated conclusions.
II. THE LIMITS OF SMART CONTRACT
The hype surrounding smart contract pushes commentators to say that
it is going to disrupt a wide variety of technologies, even the profession.
However, there remain doubts regarding the use of smart contract. For
example, some commentator questioned the utility of smart contract, and
stated that smart contract will normally be used on low value and/or simple
transactions, such as the sale and purchase of a car.25 Even in the case of
simple purchase and sale contracts, only certain parts of agreements will be
22
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translated into smart contracts, such as clauses dealing with the payment of
funds and transfer of titles to share. However, other actions, such as
monitoring warranty breaches, may continue to be done manually. 26 In
addition, since parties to contract can pay coders to tailor smart contract to
suit their specific needs, although it gives the negotiation power back to
customers in on-line transactions27, it nonetheless also adds transaction costs
than traditional standardized contracts. There are also cases in which a
resent attack on the Distributed Autonomous Organization (DAO), a
collection of smart contracts, drained $53 million by a participant who
found and exploited a weakness in the code before changes were made to
the computer code to restore the funds.
A.

The Link to the Physical World

These doubts were raised because commercial exchanges are often
very complex. Smart contract can prove to be very inflexible, unable to
accustom to changing circumstances and the parties’ references. Sometimes,
circumstances might change in a way not foreseen by the parties at the time
when they entered into contract, or the parties might have foreseen the
problem but deliberately refrained from raising it during the negotiations for
fear that they might fail.28 The parties might also be in a situation where
they do not want the contract to be executed strictly. Hence, drafting of
contract using natural language allows this level of ambiguity.
For example, setting up a blockchain based land register on a server or
coding smart contract to be recorded as a transaction on a blockchain
application may prove to be the easy part.29 Verifying that a person claiming
that he has title to a piece of land or verifying that the holder of a public key
is who he claims to be, will often be an impossible task.30 In general, all
rights and obligations registered on blockchain applications must rely on the
validity under applicable law, and often on the certification by some
government or third party authority, and establishing the physical links is
often the most cumbersome and expensive part to be overcome.31
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Smart Contract as Complete Contract?

If smart contracts are immutable, unstoppable, and irrefutable computer
code, the code implicitly or explicitly declares what will happen in every
possible event during the life of the contract.32 However, traditionally most
contracts are incomplete in the sense they do not specify what will happen
in every future situtation but rather leave that to be determined later. There
are reasons why incomplete contracts are so common, the most obvious
reason is that it is often too costly to anticipate and agree to unambiguous
contractual terms for every set of situations. Incomplete contracts also make
renegotiation less costly or more efficient.
Smart contract are theorized to be complete contract by focusing on ex
ante rather than ex post. However, the DAO case earlier was incomplete as
it failed to anticipate the possibility that coding errors could result in
unexpected wealth transfers. In addition, smart contract may deal with
commercial scenarios so complex and unpredictable that the code will fail to
embed all possible answers to all possible questions. 33 Contract also has
other issues such as duress, fraud, forgery, lack of legal capacity and
unconscionability. Traditionally, the court provides remedies to injured
parties if those scenarios should occur. A smart contract that aims to avoid
the third party intermediary such as the courts, is likely to have serious
consequences. For smart contract to replace traditional contract, it needs to
show that expected benefit to the contracting to the contracting parties that
exceed the expected costs of not solving all the problems.
C.

Contract Law and Smart Contract

Since smart contract is a computer programme, it raised certain issues
where contractual obligations are complex. For example:34 First, parties may
negotiate terms that are not capable of being assessed deterministically by a
computer program; Second, parties may import indeterministic concepts of
reasonableness or appropriateness that again are not suited for algorithmic
determination; Third, the expression of an obligation in code may not
accurately reflect the agreement between the parties; and Fourth, the
contract may itself contain a further agreement to agree, or a mechanism for
amending the contract.
The issue regarding smart contract is even more prominent when it
32
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wishes to happen independently of the surrounding legal framework. But
what if the code base does not reflect the parties understanding to the
contract like in the case of mistake?35 What if the effect of the code base
was represented by a different party who claimed to be in the situation of
misrepresentation? And what if the party does not even have the legal
capacity to enter into smart contract in the first place?
As this paper has shown, the code could not take everything necessary
into account, like discussions supra, smart contract will be applied in
limited cases as it could not ensure compliance ex ante in all smart contracts.
Although it provides guarantee of execution to certain extent, it cannot
verify whether the contracting parties have the legal capacity to get into
legal relationships or business capacity to make an agreement. It does not
care whether there is truly a “meeting of minds” between contractual parties,
there is no possibility for the contract to be void or voidable. Of course, one
can argue by saying that smart contract will only be agreed upon when
conditions have been satisfied, so once satisfied, execution is the logical
conclusion. However, although codes are not natural language that might be
vague or ambiguous, leaving space for interpretation, do contracting parties
actually know what the code means or what they assume those code means?
If there is misunderstanding regarding to the contract, can the parties rely on
contract law or the court for help?
III. WAYS FORWARD?
With the issues at hand, this paper proposes that smart contract has its
potentials but now it’s limited to those terms which are machine readable,
because no AI is involved, the computer could only understand what the
programmer wants it to understand. Hence, like the example above, if there
is coding error, smart contracts will lose its purpose and show it is inferior
to traditional contracts. Smart contract, at the moment, seems to work better
with term involving with numbers, contracts that do not need much
translation of natural language into codes and generally two party contracts,
hence to combine the advantages of both ex ante and ex post contracts. One
solution is to combine smart contract with traditional contract and let those
terms which could be execute via computer be smart contract while the rest
remained as traditional contracts. In other words, traditional contract should
be the main source of interpretation and smart contract as a supplement. In
this sense, should disputes arise, parties can always refer to traditional
contracts for clarification. Therefore, unless it is a smart contract which can
35
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execute perfectly without any future dispute, it is recommended for the time
being to subject smart contract together with traditional contract as well as
contract law. By combining contract law, traditional contract with smart
contract should be the way forward for smart contracts. When the society is
still experimenting with smart contract, regulators thinking how to regulate
this new technology, it is dangerous to transfer from traditional contract to
smart contract without any supplementary measures. It is also unrealistic to
allow smart contracts to get rid of all third party intermediaries.
CONCLUSION
This paper has tried to explain the concept of smart contract and its
current application. Although it has provided much potentials and for many
to believe it will disrupt the current practice of commerce. It is still too early
to conclude whether this will become true or remain a sciencefiction. This
paper points out three issues that need to be further investigated: First,
although smart contract has the potential to be more efficient and effective,
but whether all contractual terms can be translated into codes and execute
through mathematics and algorithm remains an issue. Second, smart
contract is based on a binary zero-sum logic that does not appear in all real
life contract cases. Third, the decentralized concept is also problematic, as it
aims to solve all contractual issues ex ante. So, will smart contract bring a
paradigm shift to the contract law? Probably not in the near future, and we
will see more traditional contract and smart contract coexisting to
supplement each other but not to replace the other.

